Matt Landers ‘06 and David Lanegran ‘63 get ready for a party

Laura Smith ‘94 gets ready for “Junior”
Ted Clement ’06 was hungry... he got on the front of the line
Will Moir ’06, Dave Arbit ’07, George Robbins ’07, and Rachel Wiken ’06 discuss dinner
Why isn’t Ari Ofsevit ‘06 happy? Everybody else is smiling.
Matt Pritchard '06 looks disturbed
George Robbins ‘07, Rachel Wiken ‘06, Annika Schilke ‘06, Dave Arbit ‘07, Andrew Percival ‘06, Eli Tinkelman ‘07, and Ninya Loeppky ‘06
Emily Roragen ’06 and Ryan Baugh ’06 like the Mediterranean-theme party ware
Laura Meinke ’06, Laura Smith ’94, Holly Barcus, Helen Hazen, and Birgit Mühlenhaus
The gyros say it all: Charles Tompkins ’08, Sandy Robson ’08, and Jon Smucker ’08 are happy to be geography majors.
David Lanegrant ‘63, Kat Sachs ‘06, and Ted Clement ‘06 are the gatekeepers to GTU, the ultra-exclusive geography honor society.
Kat Sachs ’06, Ted Clement ’06 and new GTU members: Kramer Gillin ’07, Hannah Gelder ’08, Elyse Gordon ’08, Megan Grinde ’08, Michalea McDonald ’07, Matt Pritchard ’06, and Annika Schilke ’06.
Kramer Gillin ’07 with David Lanegran ’63, the newest member of the National Beard Registry.
Jason Tanzman ’06 and Kafui Attoh ’06 like the French
Don’t worry, the wine’s not for Laura Smith ’94
Kramer Gillin ‘07 is thrilled to win the Dr. William C. Rowe, Jr. Endowed Couch Award for 2005-06. Good going Kramer!
What do the Lauras have planned?
“Baboons,” says Kafui Attoh ’06.
Ben Moseley: “Who ate our food?”
Geographers: “Baboons”